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Perseverance, Perseveration and
Impaired Executive Functioning.
Vernon, British Columbia. September, 2018

Music: The Strumbellas - Spirits in my head
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The Real Impact
• Genetics,teratology,embryology; the anatomy
and physiology of most parts of the body,
including the fetus and placenta; cellular
anatomy, physiology and pathology; neurology,
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology and
neuropathology; early childhood development;
the education system and its deficiencies; the
judicial system and its deficiencies; criminality
and mental health problems. Finally, you will be
forced to examine the meaning of culpability
and responsibility. And along came Bill
•

[North Bay, Ontario. 2004]
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Perseverance
“Perseverance, dear my lord, keeps
honour bright….”

William Shakespeare ~ Troilus andCressida. Act 3, scene 31. 150-3
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Perseverance
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Perseverance is a process of “taking hold”, and “letting go”
to move on.
Historically we have only looked at the “taking hold” part.
We need to look at the “letting go” part in order to
understand Perseveration, which prevents moving on.
“Conscious is always interested more in one part of its object than in another and
welcomes and REJECTS, or chooses all the while it thinks”. William James
BARRY STANLEY Academia.edu

Perseverance -a complex process essential for
executive and adaptive functioning.

The Stream of Consciousness William James (1892).
William James. The Stream Of Consciousness. Psychology, Chapter X1. 1892.
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Perseverance requires
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1- Emotional and cognitive recall of the past [experience]
2- Analysis and assessment of what is recalled, in the context of the
present and anticipation of the future
3- Awareness and assessment of inner self and present environment, in
relation to 1 and 2
4- The ability to shift focus when necessary
“Our research has focused primarily on three EFs: updating
(constant monitoring and rapid addition/deletion of working
memory contents), shifting (switching flexibly between tasks
or mental sets), and inhibition (deliberate overriding of dominant
or prepotent responses).” Miyake and Friedman, 2012
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Perseverance – areas of the brain involved
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1- Emotional and cognitive recall of the past amygdala, hippocampus, HPA axis, medial temporal
lobe, prefrontal cortex
2- Analysis and assessment of what is recalled, in the context of the
present and anticipation of the future “unimodal sensory-cortices, lateral and medial parietal
and temporal areas orbitofrontal,medial frontal and
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, premotorcortex, insula,
cerebellum, basal ganglia, amygdala and thalamus
3- Awareness and assessment of inner self and present environment, in
relation to 1 and 2
Insular and anterior cingulate cortex, fronto-parietal
networks, hippocampus connections, thalamus
connections, amygdala.
The development of all these areas of the brain may be interfered
with by PAE
BARRY STANLEY Academia.edu

“ 4- The ability to shift focus when necessary”
Prisoner of the Moment: Unable to consider knowledge
from the past and apply it in anticipation of the future.
Not necessarily a failure to learn from previous
experience.

Bill [2003]
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THE HOT DOG STORY

“ I don’t know”
Not necessarily a failure to learn
from previous experience
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Perseveration
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{Impaired Perseverance}

When the normal process of perseverance is interfered with in
FASD, and an appropriate shift of focus is not possible, the process
becomes one of Perseveration: executive and adaptive functioning
are compromised.
“She had lived as indifferent to safety and security as anyone well
can, and that must have meant that she relied on the present
moment---- that she leaned in against its grain---- in a way the rest
of us do not know.----------------- She embraced the random, the
contingent, the chaotic.”
Nuala O‘ Faolain. The Story of Chicago May [ Epilogue page 302 ]. Riverhead Books. New
York. 2005.
BARRY STANLEY Academia.edu
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History of Perseveration
“…According to some writers not only do we have a
perseveration of mental processes, but also of forms of
consciousness and of mental acts.”
On the Perseverative Tendency. William S. Foster. 1914

“It is proposed that clinical features of prefrontal syndromes
need not imply the presence of selective structural or
biochemical damage to prefrontal cortex, and that a
structurally diffuse CNS disease often masquerades as a
selective frontal-lobe disease.”
Varieties of perseveration: a comparison of two taxonomies. Goldberg E. 1986
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History of Perseveration and FASD
• References to perseveration and FAS go back
to the 1980s, mostly in the context of
behaviour i.e. transition reactions in the home
and school settings.
• The early explanations were- selfish, stubborn,
often diagnosed as Oppositional Defiant
Disorder
BARRY STANLEY Academia.edu

Transition Reactions are due to
Interruption of Perseveration
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• Interruption of Perseveration, by the will of
others or circumstances beyond their control,
is an extremely uncomfortable process for
those with FASD- so they react.
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But society’s view of those with FASD
is distorted
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The behavior, especially Perseveration, of those
affected is seen as an affront to society that is
willful in nature, and not the manifestation of
disorganized neurological development that it truly
is.
In order to understand we needs to look through
the FASD lens.
BARRY STANLEY Academia.edu
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The Three Forms of Perseveration
Stuck-In-Set. { Always seen with FASD? }
Recurrent.

{ May be seen with FASD }

Continuous. { May be seen with FASD }
Sandson J. Albert M.L. Perseveration in behavioral neurology. Neurology. 1987 Nov: 37[11]: 1736-41
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Stuck-In-Set Perseveration
“Stuck-in-set perseveration, the inappropriate maintenance of a current
category or framework, involves an underlying process deficit in
executive functioning and is related neuroanatomically to frontal lobe
damage.” Sandson J. Albert M.L. [1987]

“It is proposed that clinical features of prefrontal syndromes need
not imply the presence of selective structural or biochemical
damage to prefrontal cortex, and that a structurally diffuse CNS
disease often masquerades as a selective frontal-lobe disease.”
Varieties of perseveration: a comparison of two taxonomies. Goldberg E. 1986
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Areas of the brain associated with
Stuck-in-Set Perseveration and known to
be affected by Prenatal Alcohol Exposure
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HIPPOCAMPUS
PREFRONTAL CORTEX
BASAL GANGLIA
.

DOPAMINE SYSTEM -

mesolimbic pathway Schizophrenia, ADHD
mesocortical pathway Schizophrenia, ADHD
nigrostriatal pathaway Parkinson’s
the tuberoinfundibular pathway transmits dopamine from the hypothalamus to the pituitary gland.
Minor pathways[3]
Ventral tegmental area [VTA] > amygdala VTA > hippocampus VTA > cingulate gyrus VTA > olfactory bulb
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Positive Perseveration
•
•
•
•

A chance encounter [2006]
More examples
The importance of family
The continuous need of a mentor
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Positive Perseveration
• Savanna Pietrantonio
• Psychotherapy
• Mindfullness
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Being Bored
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- a disturbing mental state of cognitive and emotional chaos
N. 19yrs - diagnosed at 5yrs [2009]
“When I’m bored I have lots of thoughts in my head. It is
uncomfortable. I don’t like it. So I play video games and it
all goes away”
M. 27yrs – diagnosed at 23yrs
“ .. like a beehive full of bees buzzing around in my head”

Barry Stanley Academia.edu

How individuals with FASD find relief from
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BORDEM
what those with FASD do when bored is often seen as a process
of pleasure, and not a process of relief that it truly is.
the distorted lens of society views these processes of relief as
positive and rewards them, or negative and punishes.
- both are based upon incorrect premises.
“However, boredom can also be a chronic and pervasive stressor with
significant psychosocial consequences. Indeed, boredom is even
associated with mortality, lending grim weight to the popular phrase
- bored to death”
- The Unengaged Mind: Defining Boredom in Terms of Attention, John D. Eastwood
Perspectives on Psychological Science 7(5) 482– 495
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Savanna Pietrantonio
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"FASD Survival Strategy Teacher"

“bored a lot, more thoughts, not nice, better with alcohol
“ bored is worse than being angry”
After understanding perseveration and having dialectical
behavioural therapy and mindfulness therapy“perseveration can at times be a gift from the universe to
FASD people”.
“perseveration can also be our worst enemy. The key is to
understand our brain and how we can use it to our best
advantage.”
Barry Stanley Academia.edu
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Consequences of isolation and sensory
deprivation for those with FASD

ØTemporary compliance
ØSelf harm, suicide, “madness”

Barry Stanley Academia.edu
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FORCED TEMPORARY “POSITIVE” PERSEVERATION

Does not work: only “positive” to the therapist/custodian

The story of E.
The story of A.
The story of Z.
The story of C.
.
For positive change positive perseveration is necessary.
Barry Stanley Academia.edu
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Forced temporary “positive” perseveration
• Is never lasting
• Is dangerous
• Is misleading for the professional and the law

• All “therapies” should be followed up long term and
the results included in the record.
• More cooperation required between agencies,
doctors, therapists and the law - with appropriate
safeguards for the individual.
Barry Stanley Academia.edu

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS
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> Updating – constant monitoring and rapid addition/
deletion of working memory contents.
> Shifting – switching flexibly between tasks or
mental sets.
> Inhibition – deliberate overriding of dominant or
prepotent responses.
{Miyake and Friedman}
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Areas of the brain associated with
Executive Functioning
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Prefrontal Cortex - with connections to
Thalamus, Basal Ganglia, Hippocampus, Amygdala
These areas are all affected in FASD, by prenatal alcohol exposure.
Which comes first Executive Functioning or Perseveration?
or - are they both aspects of the same complex neurological process?
“Instead, the emerging view suggests that executive function is mediated by dynamic and flexible
networks…” Rebecca Elliott. [2003]
“Our findings support the idea that stress-related events occurring before birth have long-lasting effects
on brain function and behavior, and suggest that the impact of ethanol on cognition is not only dose and
duration-dependent, but also critically influenced by early life experiences.” Van Waes V. [2009]
“These findings are unique in that they demonstrate for the first time that deficits in neurogenesis
associated with prenatal ethanol consumption appear later in life.”
Gil-Mohapel J et.al.2014
Barry Stanley Academia.edu

Conclusion:

Generalized executive dysfunction and Stuck-In-Set Perseveration
apply to culpability and criminal responsibility.
Questions:

Is Stuck-In-Set Perseveration common to all those diagnosed FASD?
Which comes first Executive Functioning or Perseverance ? - Are they
both aspects of one simultaneous complex neurological process?
Is it possible to have impaired Executive Functioning without Stuck-in
Set Perseveration { impaired Set Shifting and Perseverance } ?
Is the chaotic mind of “boredom” inappropriate dominant activity of
the resting state default mode?
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For all those who live with the
disabilities of FASD
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And in memory of Ashley Smith; born, New Brunswick, 29th. January, 1988; died,
alone, by her own hand, in isolation at the Grand Valley Institution for Women,
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. 19th. October, 2007.
“She [Ashley Smith] had indicated to the staff that she was bored and was looking for
attention and she wanted staff to enter into her cell so that she could fight with
them”- Ms. Grafton, Security Intelligence Officer, Grand Valley Institution for Women,
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada.
“My life I no longer love I’d rather be set free above
Get it over with while the time is right Late some rainy night
Turn black as the night and cold as the sea Say goodbye to Ashley
Miss me but don’t be sad I’m free, where I want to be
No more caged up Ashley Wishing I were free
Free like a bird”
-From the Ashley Smith Report, New Brunswick Ombudsman and Child and Youth
Advocate, June 2008.
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